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RENEWED 
DIRECTION
It’s time to push boundaries. To transform the good into  
the exceptional. To reset a course with distinction as its 
final destination. That’s where SOG Knives & Tools is  
going, and you’ll observe that in the following pages. 

Take our new SEAL FX fixed blade knife that builds on 
tradition and has been developed with extensive user 
feedback from professionals in the field. Look at our new 
Kiku XR equipped with our exceptionally safe and strong 
XR locking mechanism. See how we deftly incorporated 
our proprietary Compound Leverage technology into 
mission-specific Parashears. 

Innovation has been at the foundation of SOG since  
we started in 1986, and now we take our commitment  
to innovation further.

SPRING 2020 RELEASES

• Kiku XR

• SEAL FX

• ParaShears

• Hardcase Black Multi-tools 
- PowerAccess Deluxe 
- PowerAccess 
- PowerPint 
- PowerLitre
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A MUSCULAR FOLDER THAT  
ASCENDS TO NEW HEIGHTS
With a powerful styling that harkens to its Japanese DNA, 
the muscular Kiku XR makes a subtle statement of strength 
wherever it’s carried. The high-utility blade cuts under 
virtually every condition, and the linen micarta handle 
provides for a sure, secure grip.

Expertly blending form and function, the Kiku XR is a  
rugged solution for issues that require a quick-opening, 
super sharp knife.   

 
• Ultra-strong XR locking mechanism that self-adjusts over 

the lifespan of the knife
• CTS XHP steel blade offers a high degree of corrosion 

resistance as well as excellent edge retention
• Linen micarta handle gives secure grip, even when wet
• Fully ambidextrous opening and closing

BLADE 3.00IN / 77MM  LENGTH 7.30IN / 186MM   
WEIGHT 5.60OZ / 159G  STEEL CTS HXP
HANDLE LINEN MICARTA

KIKU XR

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS PART # MSRP

Kiku XR - Linen Micarta 12-27-01-57 $210.95

Kiku XR - Blackout 12-27-02-57 $210.95

LINEN MICARTABLACKOUT
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SEAL FX
HARD USE FIXED BLADE FOR  
THE PROFESSIONAL USER 
The latest advancement in our award-winning line of SEAL 
fixed blades, the SEAL FX is built with extensive feedback 
from professional users. With American-made S35VN 
steel and a tough glass reinforced nylon handle, the SEAL 
FX comes standard with a quick-deployment, BlackPoint™ 
KYDEX® sheath.   

Rugged, serious and capable, the SEAL FX is optimized  
for heavy duty professional use.  

• Available in tanto and partially serrated drop point  
blade options

• Quick-deployment, BlackPoint™ KYDEX® sheath
• American-made S35VN steel provides superior resistance 

to wear and chipping

BLADE 4.30IN / 109MM   LENGTH 9.20IN / 234MM   
WEIGHT 6.60OZ / 204G   HANDLE GRN   STEEL CPM S35VN
FINISH BLACK CERAKOTE

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS PART # MSRP

SEAL FX - Drop Point Partially Serrated 17-21-01-57 $249.95

SEAL FX - Tanto 17-21-02-57 $249.95

SEAL FX 
TANTO

SEAL FX 
DROP POINT
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PARASHEARS
MULTI-TOOL SHEARS PREPARED  
FOR EMERGENCIES
A focused multi-tool designed specifically for first 
responders, ParaShears come complete with a mission-
specific toolset that features 11 tools, including shears, 
strap cutter, glass breaker, oxygen wrench and tweezers. 
Leveraging SOG’s proprietary Compound Leverage 
technology, ParaShears are able to cut through material 
easier and quicker than equivalent shears.

Capable and reliable, the ParaShears are a multi-tool 
designed for rapid, precise work under the most stressful 
conditions in medical applications.

• SOG Compound Leverage with unrivaled cutting power
• Made with autoclave compatible materials
• 11 mission-specific tools 
• Nylon sheath for easy carry open or closed
• Available with red or black handles

LENGTH 7.30IN / 155MM   WEIGHT 4.80OZ / 179G
HANDLE GLASS REINFORCED NYLON WITH STAINLESS STEEL   
STEEL 3CR13 STAINLESS STEEL

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS PART # MSRP

ParaShears - Black 23-125-01-43 $77.95

ParaShears - Red 23-125-02-43 $77.95

TOOLS
11

REDBLACK
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POWERACCESS  
DELUXE
ONE MULTI-TOOL TO RULE THEM ALL
Complete with 21 tools, the PowerAccess Deluxe is a 
workhorse ready to spring to action anywhere, anytime.  
With SOG’s Compound Leverage providing smooth opening 
and closing along with enhanced plier gripping power, 
this multi-tool is designed to complete even the most 
demanding jobs. It comes with a 12-piece hex bit kit and  
a nylon sheath that allows it to be carried neatly  
and organized.

A hardy multi-tool, PowerAccess Deluxe is fully equipped 
to handle the biggest and most complex issues whenever 
they arise.

• Includes 21 tools – most on any SOG multi-tool
• Compound Leverage for increased grip and power 
• Nylon sheath with 12-piece hex bit kit

LENGTH 6.90IN / 173MM   WEIGHT 8.70OZ / 247G
HANDLE STAINLESS STEEL   STEEL 5CR15MOV

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS PART # MSRP

PowerAccess DLX - Hardcase Black PA2002-CP $77.95

PowerAccess DLX - Stonewash PA2001-CP $77.95

TOOLS
21

STONEWASHHARDCASE
BLACK
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POWERACCESS
THE IDEAL GO-TO MULTI-TOOL
Pocketable, streamlined and equipped to handle virtually any 
task, PowerAccess is a workhorse around the home, in the 
shop or in the field. Featuring SOG’s Compound Leverage 
that assures smooth opening and closing along with more 
grip and cutting power, it comes with 18 tools, including a 
magnetic hex bit driver that can use any widely available 
1/4” hex bit.    

A full-featured, mid-sized multi-tool with SOG’s Compound 
Leverage, PowerAccess is the perfect everyday carry option.

• Patented SOG Compound Leverage provides cutting  
and tightening power

• Magnetic hex bit holder
• Equipped with 18 tools
• Outward opening tools provide easy access

LENGTH 5.90IN / 150MM   WEIGHT 5.90OZ / 167G
HANDLE STAINLESS STEEL   STEEL 5CR15MOV

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS PART # MSRP

PowerAccess - Hardcase Black PA1002-CP $66.95

PowerAccess - Stonewash PA1001-CP $60.95

TOOLS
18

STONEWASHHARDCASE
BLACK
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POWERPINT

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS PART # MSRP

PowerPint - Hardcase Black PP1002-CP $55.95

PowerPint - Stonewash PP1001-CP $49.95

SMALL BUT MIGHTY MULTI-TOOL
Punching well above its weight class, PowerPint offers the 
same power and capabilities of SOG’s full-sized multi-tools. 
It comes equipped with 18 tools and SOG’s Compound 
Leverage that provides smooth opening and closing and 
increased gripping power.

Just 5.1” long and checking in at a miniscule 4.6 ounces, this 
multi-tool is tiny enough to disappear into your pocket, purse 
or pack, but more than capable of being on your work bench 
or being deployed for daily use.

A pint-sized multi-tool that does not sacrifice on 
performance, the PowerPint is a balance of capability  
and size.

• SOG Compound Leverage for increased gripping power
• Magnetic hex bit holder
• Equipped with 18 tools
• Pocket clip

LENGTH 5.10IN / 127MM   WEIGHT 4.60OZ / 130G
HANDLE STAINLESS STEEL   STEEL 5CR15MOV

TOOLS
18

STONEWASHHARDCASE
BLACK
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POWERLITRE

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS PART # MSRP

PowerLitre - Hardcase Black PL1002-CP $66.95

PowerLitre - Stonewash PL1001-CP $60.95

COMPACT MULTI-TOOL FEATURING 
COMPOUND LEVERAGE CORKSCREW
PowerLitre is mini-multi-tool that delivers full-sized utility. 
Among its 18 tools, is both a corkscrew and a magnetic hex 
bit holder. It features SOG’s proprietary Compound Leverage 
technology that makes for stronger and smoother plier grip.

At just 5.1 inches in length and weighing only 4.6 ounces,  
it’s a perfect addition to a day pack or a small camping kit.

A pocket-sized multi-tool, complete with a corkscrew, that’s 
equipped to meet the daily demands of people on the go.

• SOG Compound Leverage pliers
• Magnetic hex bit holder for added versatility
• Pocket clip
• Compound Leverage corkscrew
• 18 tools in total

LENGTH 5.10IN / 127MM  WEIGHT 4.20OZ / 119G
HANDLE STAINLESS STEEL   STEEL 5CR15MOV

TOOLS
18

STONEWASHHARDCASE
BLACK
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SPECIALTY KNIVES & TOOLS, LLC
6521 212TH STREET SW
LYNNWOOD, WA 98036 USA
425.771.6230
WWW.SOGKNIVES.COM
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